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On Dec. 26, 2018, China
Daily had a report with pictures
taken by expatriates living in the
city. This report "Wonderful
Wuhan to host 2019 CISM
World Games" introduces the
city's efforts in building a
modern, international and
ecological city and the work it
has done in preparation for the
2019 CISM World Games.
Organized by the Conseil
International du Sport Militaire or CISM - the event was
inaugurated in Rome in 1995
and is organized every four
years by the body. This is the
first time that a Chinese city will
host the event. Organizers said
next year's event will see the
participation of nearly 10,000
athletes from 100 countries in
the 25 competitive events and
two non-competitive events.
People in Wuhan are
benefiting from the updates of
the city's appearance in
preparing for the upcoming 7th
CISM World Games. Wuhan is
gearing up to host a dazzling
and futuristic CISM World
Games: a total of 35 projects
related to venues and facilities
are under construction or
renovation. Infrastructure
construction and voluntary
services are also being
substantially improved. For the
CISM World Games the city will
construct the athletes village near
Huangjia Lake which can
accommodate 10,000 people,
with the facility set to be

complete by April, 2019.
People in Wuhan have also
witnessed a boom in the
information and Internet industry,
and have welcomed international
visitors.
Wuhan has been working
proactively to attract both
incoming investment and talented
personnel from home and
abroad. As a result of these
initiatives, six Nobel Prize
winners began to work or start
their businesses in Wuhan in
2018.
Wuhan has continued to
deepen its ties with the rest of
the world with visits paid by
world leaders including Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and British Prime Minister
Theresa May. They expressed
their interest in strengthening
their cooperation with Wuhan,
the largest city in Central China.
Currently, Wuhan has made
more connections internationally.
Also, it has established sister city
relationships with 108 cities
worldwide, and it has attracted
30 international organizations
and four foreign consulates to
set up their offices here. More
than 17,600 expatriates are
living in Wuhan.
Four international
photographers living in Wuhan
have documented the city's
memories of 2018 with their
cameras. In this issue,
Changjiang Weekly is presenting
some of their photos and the
stories behind them.

Wuchang District along the Yangtze River
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Growing up in Wales, Matt Neale came to
Wuhan to teach English at Wuhan No. 45 High
School two years ago.
As a foreign photographer in a Chinese city,
Neale has earned opportunities to demonstrate his
skills as his pictures were on exhibit at the
Wuchang Art Museum in December. This is his
second solo exhibition in 2018.
People can easily recognize Neale's works by
the unique angles he chooses. Most of his photos
deliver an atmosphere reminiscent of a science
fiction movie, with the great bridges and flyovers
turning into "time tunnels."
Recently, Neale moved on to document the
daily lives of ordinary people and old thriving
communities near his apartment because these
subjects have retained their Chinese roots. His
apartment is located near the city's landmark
Yellow Crane Tower. There, he can grab authentic
hot-and-dry noodles for breakfast, and every day
stroll along laneways, feel the pulse of the lives of
local people and explore new things.

Denis Kim is a student at South
Central University for Nationalities. He is
also the founder of the Russian website
wuhanshi.ru.
In 2016, at the age of 38, Kim
resigned his IT engineer job at a
university in Russia and moved to Wuhan
for Chinese language study.
"Before I came here, I was trying to
learn about the city online, but very little
information was available in Russia. So I
wanted to help people who speak
Russian to know more about the city,"
said Kim, explaining his motivation for
the website.
From the first day he began to
explore the city, he has never stopped

searching for interesting places and taking
photos of them. And after having
gathered material for six months, he
launched his website.
"I can take as many as 1,000 photos
over the weekend," he says. Among
countless photo subjects in the city, his
favorites are the bridges on the Yangtze.
In Kim's photographs, bridges on the
Yangtze River, along with skyscrapers, all
look strikingly attractive, because they are
presented from different angles. He likes
to take aerial photos without a drone.
Kim usually climbs to the rooftops of
buildings and sits there for a whole day,
waiting for the best intersection of light
and angle.

Clover-shaped crossover in Hanyang

"Wuhan is truly different every day!"
Many expatriates living in Wuhan quote the
city's slogan to describe the rapid
development around the area. Having lived in
Wuhan for the past five years, Shahrouz
Ebrahimpanah, an Iranian student at the
Wuhan University of Technology, has
experienced the process of urbanization and
internationalization, and of course, the
resulting changes that benefit him as well as
10 million other residents.
"When I came here, there was no
Yingwuzhou Yangtze River Bridge, no Han
Show Theater, or German Street in Optics
Valley," Ebrahimpanah recalled of his first
visit to the city.
But in only five years, there has been
progress in every dimension of life. In
addition to the improvements in
infrastructure, Ebrahimpanah said that he and
his schoolmates benefit a lot from the
booming internet scene.
Foreigners often find it difficult to
communicate with Chinese taxi drivers if they
don't speak the language. The appearance of
taxi ordering apps and online maps has
helped a lot.
Another example is the transformation in
payment methods, according to
Ebrahimpanah. "People are using cellphones
to pay everywhere; even foreigners in China
are now using mobile payment apps such as
Alipay or WeChat." He noticed that local
people can easily use their Wuhan bus transit
e-card when taking a bus. Wuhan is the
second city in China to join in the campaign
of building a "cashless model city."

Golden night's light

Shariful Islam

People kayak in East Lake.

Shariful Islam is a doctoral candidate
in journalism and communication studies
at Huazhong University of Science and
Technology. As a former Xinhua
photojournalist in the Bangladesh branch
for six years, he is sensitive to major
events and always shows up to capture
life's key moments.
He captures the milestones of
student life for hundreds of overseas
student colleagues with his camera. For

example, he has taken photos of
students donning graduation gowns and
posing with their degree certificates in
front of the school gate. He also
captures exotic dances presented by
students from around the world at the
school's international cultural festival.
Islam is also active socially after class
and engages in many city events. He
said that the local people are friendly to
expatriates and cheerfully pose for photos.
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